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Appetizers
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Bean empanadas
APPETIZERS

Noemí Gómez López
Ingredients:
10 servings

1 kg ‘masa’ dough
500 g refried beans
1 onion
1 bunch cilantro
500 g tomatoes
1 lettuce
250 g cream
100 g cheese
Wheat flour
Frying oil
Salt

6

Preparation:

•Add some wheat flour to the masa dough, a
pinch of salt and some warm water. It is
important to add the water slowly, depending
on the texture of the masa dough.
•Make small tortillas, add a small amount
of beans so that the tortilla can be
folded and “closed” without tearing.
Place the folded tortillas (‘empanadas’)
aside on a clean kitchen towel. As you
are making the empanadas, place a
large pot with oil on the stove or on the
fire to fry them.
•Carefully place the empanadas
in the pot and fry until golden
brown. Remove from the oil and
place on a platter to drain.
• Make a salsa with the
tomatoes;
Serve
the
empanadas with salad,
cream, cheese, and the
tomato salsa.

Ingredients:
4 servings

2 chicken breast
1 kg corn tortillas
1 bunch fresh cilantro
1 kg tomatoes
1 green pepper
100 g onion
150 g cheese
250 g cream
3 garlic cloves
5 small round hot
peppers (‘bolita de
milpa’)
Frying oil

Natalia Barreiro Romero
Preparation:

• Dry the tortillas in the sun.
•Cut the tortillas into squares and fry.
Cook the chicken breast in a pot.
•Roast the tomatoes and hot peppers
on a roasting griddle (“comal”)
• Once the tomatoes and hot
peppers are roasted, put them in a
blender or crush using a pestle and
mortar, adding the garlic, cilantro
and onion to make a salsa
(“chirmol”)
• Remove the cooked chicken breast
from the heat and shred carefully.
• To serve, put the fried corn chips on
a plate and cover with shredded
chicken, top with the ‘chirmol’ salsa,
cream, and cheese to taste.
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APPETIZERS

Chilaquiles

Cheese Dip
APPETIZERS

Noemí Gómez López
Ingredients:
10 servings

500 g cottage cheese
(‘cuajada’).
250 g sausage
1 can sliced hot peppers
‘Epazote’ leaves
(Mexican tea)

Preparation:
•Chop the sausage and pepper
into small squares.
• Combine the sausage and
peppers, add salt. Stir in the
cheese.
•Place the mixture in wooden
molds, press for half an hour.
•Remove cheese from molds.
• Serve in small chunks and
decorate with the ‘epazote’
leaves.
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Ingredients:

Rosa Minerba Enríquez Romero
Esthela Hernández Gonzáles

Preparation:

2 kg bananas

• Peel and mash the bananas.

500 g flour

•Mix the bananas with the egg,
baking soda, flour, and sugar.

1 egg
500 g sugar
1 teaspoon baking
soda

Frying oil

•After mixing the ingredients, make
the patties. At the same time, heat
oil in a pan to fry the patties.

• Fry the patties until golden
brown, place on a plate to drain;
Put sugar on a clean platter and
flip the patties on both sides to
coat with sugar before serving.
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APPETIZERS

Banana patties

APPETIZERS
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Bean tostadas
Elsa Hernández Méndez
Ofelia Vázquez Méndez
Ingredients:
30 servings

2 kg masa dough
500 g cooked
beans
Salt to taste

1O

Preparation:

•Knead the masa dough with
the mashed beans, adding salt,
until well mixed.
•Make individual tortillas with
the masa/bean dough and
cook on a clay griddle
(‘comal’) over low heat. Flip
and cook until golden brown
and remove from griddle.

Ingredients:
1 kg maize grains
(starchy corn)
100 g slaked lime
(food-grade lime)

Amparo Gálvez Cruz
Preparation:
•Cook the maize grains in water
adding the lime. Once the maize is
cooked, remove from heat and rinse
well.
•After rinsing, grind the maize,
adding water to form a dough
(masa).
•Sprinkle lime on a griddle (‘comal’)
and place over the heat.
•Make the tortillas by hand or using
a tortilla press; Carefully place each
tortilla on the griddle.
•Cook the tortillas on both sides,
flipping them as they rise; Then
remove each tortilla from the
griddle.
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APPETIZERS

Tortillas

Soups
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Range chicken soup
Ingredients:
10 servings

2 tomatoes
1 whole chicken
½ onion
4 chayote squash
½ kg potatoes
1 pinch of salt
3 mint sprigs
250 g rice
1 garlic clove

Preparation:
•Cook the chicken in a pot
with water, add one mashed
garlic clove, the chopped
tomatoes and onion; salt to
taste.
•Cut the potatoes in half and
add to the mix.
•Cut the chayote squash in
slices and add.
•Serve both chicken and
vegetables on each bowl.
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SOUPS

Mercedes Gálvez Cruz

Chayote squash shoot soup
Lidia López Hernández

SOUPS

Ingredients:
5 servings
1 kg chayote squash
2 tomatoes
1 onion
2 bunches chayote
squash shoots
1 chicken bouillon
cube
1 pinch of salt

6114
4

Preparation:
•Wash, peel and chop the chayote
squash, cook in water.
•Heat to boil, then add a pinch of
salt; add the chopped tomatoes
and onion; add the
chicken bouillon cube.
•Add the chayote shoots and
cook until the vegetables are
tender.
•Add salt to taste, if needed.

‘Yerbamora’ soup
Ingredients:
5 servings
1 bunch ‘yerbamora’ leaves
(American black nightshade)

¼ kg tomatoes

1 onion
1 garlic clove
1 pinch of salt
1 tomato seasoning
cube

Preparation:
•Chop the tomatoes, onion and
‘yerbamora’ leaves.
•Put oil in a pan and fry the
tomatoes and onion, adding
water.
•When the water is about to boil,
add the ‘yerbamora’ leaves, the
garlic clove and tomato
seasoning cube.
•Add a pinch of salt.
•Serve to taste.
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SOUPS

Josefa Gálvez Clemente

Mole with chipilín and cheese
Lidia López Hernández
Aurora Gàlvez Cruz

SOUPS

Ingredients:
½ kg maize grains
cooked with lime
¼ kg onions
¼ kg tomatoes
1 garlic clove

Preparation:
• Grind the maize grains with a little bit of oil
and salt to make a ‘masa’ dough.
• Make small balls with the ‘masa’ and fill
with cream cheese.
• Chop the tomatoes, onion and
chipilín.
• Fry the tomatoes and onions in a pot.

1 bunch ‘chipilín’ herbs • Add enough water, add the chicken
bouillon cube and chopped chipilín.
1 chicken bouillon
• When the water is about to boil, add
cube
250 g double cream
cheese
1 pinch of salt
Oil

6116
4

the ‘masa’ balls.

• Cook the masa balls.
• Serve to your taste.

Stews
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Soup with range eggs and ‘epazote’
STEWS

Aurora Gálvez Cruz

Ingredients:
5 servings
10 eggs

1 bunch ‘epazote’
(Mexican tea)
¼ kg tomatoes
2 onions
2 tomato seasoning
cubes
Salt to taste

6118
4

Preparation:
•Chop and sauté the tomatoes and
onions. Add water.
•When boiling, add the raw eggs,
epazote herbs, tomato seasoning cubes,
and salt to taste.
•Serve the soup when the eggs
are cooked.

Stuffed chayote squash
Ingredients:
5 servings
2 kg chayote squash
250 g green peppers
2 onions
1 bunch cilantro
1 spring thyme
1 garlic head
500 g cheese
16 eggs
1L oil
½ kg rice
5 ‘guajillo’ peppers
200 g masa dough
4 chicken bouillon
.
cubes
Salt to taste

Preparation:
•Boil the chayote squash in a pot;
when cooled, cut in the middle
lengthwise, remove the pit, and fill the
chayote squash with cheese.
•For the sauce: Remove the seeds
from the ‘guajillo’ peppers; place in
blender, adding the water where the
chayote squash was cooked, add the
peppers, onions, cilantro, thyme and
garlic. Boil this mix adding the chicken
bouillon cubes, the masa balls, and
salt to taste.
•Beat the egg whites until they form
peaks, add the yolks and beat well.
Dip the chayote squash in the
mixture, remove and fry in hot oil.
•Serve the chayote squash with the
hot pepper sauce.
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STEWS

Ángela Gálvez Cruz

Breaded bananas with lettuce salad

STEWS

María Magdalena Enriquez Romero

Ingredients:
10 servings
2 kg bananas
1 Romaine lettuce
½kg tomatoes
1 red onion
5 eggs
250 g bread crumbs
Frying oil
Salt to taste

20
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Preparation:
• Slice the bananas lengthwise.
• In a bowl, beat the eggs with a
pinch of salt.
•Dip the bananas in the egg mix,
remove and fry in hot oil and place on a
platter.
•For the salad: chop the lettuce, slice the
tomatoes, green peppers and red onion.
•Serve the fried bananas with the salad.

Martha Lidia Sánchez López
Ingredients:
10 servings

1 chicken
1 chicken bouillon cube
500 g ‘guajillo’ peppers
250 g thyme
250 g cinnamon
250 g pepper
Salt to taste
3 sprigs bay leaves

Preparation:
•Heat water in a pot; when
boiling, add the chicken with
a pinch of salt.
•Remove the seeds from the
peppers; soak the peppers in
hot water. When cooled,
blend them with the thyme,
cinnamon, bay leaves and
pepper.
•Add the mixture to the
chicken, let boil and then wait
until it is well cooked.
•Serve with salad.
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S T E W S

Range chicken stew

Hard boiled eggs with mashed potatoes
STEWS

María Roberta López Pérez

Ingredients:
12 servings

12 eggs
½ L milk
1L cream
1 kg potatoes
100 g garlic powder
100 g parsley flakes
1 fresh parsley sprig
Salt

6122
4

Preparation:
• Heat water in a pot and, when
boiling, add the eggs and cook for
about 10 minutes. Set aside to
cool and then peel.
• Dice the potatoes and cook in milk
adding some water.
• Once the potatoes are cooked,
mash and mix with the garlic
powder, parsley flakes and the
cream, add salt to taste.
• Serve the mashed potatoes and
the cooked eggs cut in half.
Decorate with fresh parsley.

Andrea Gómez López
Ingredients:
10 servings

2 kg ’malanga’ root
1 chicken breast
2 onions
100 g garlic powder
Pepper to taste
5 bell peppers
Sugar
100 g cornstarch
Salt to taste
Frying oil

Preparation:
•

Wash the malanga
(American
taro), peel and dice. Wrap in a
cloth and place over a steamer
pot. When cooked, mash and
combine with the cornstarch,
pepper, salt and sugar. Return to
the cloth over the steamer pot and
let stand for 10 minutes.
•Remove from the pot and allow to

cool, then fry in plenty of oil.

•Cut the chicken breast into fajitas
(long thin slices). Slice the peppers
and onions (julienne strips), and
then sauté and season to taste
with garlic, pepper and salt.
•Serve the chicken fajitas with the
fried malanga.
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S T E W S

Fried ‘malanga’ with chicken fajitas

Mole with ‘achiote’
STEWS

María Gómez Sánchez

Ingredients:
20 servings

1 kg chayote squash
1 kg potatoes
5 green peppers
500 g masa dough
100 g chives
1 bunch cilantro
50 g ‘achiote’
(annatto) paste or
powder
10 eggs
Salt to taste

6124
4

Preparation:
• Combine the masa with 2 liters of
water.
• Boil the eggs for 10 minutes, let cool
and peel. Then slice or chop.
• Peel, chop and cook the chayote
squash and the potatoes. When
boiling, add the ‘achiote’. Add
salt to taste.
• When the vegetables are tender,
add the diluted masa mixture,
cilantro and chopped chives.
• Once the vegetables are well
cooked, serve with the cooked
eggs.

Potato mole
Ingredients:

Preparation:

4 servings

•Grind the maize grains with
oil and salt, let stand for a
few minutes.

1 kg potatoes
1 bunch cilantro
1 kg tomatoes
1 onion
¼ kg tomatoes
1 L maize grains
1 L oil
‘Achiote’
(annatto)
1 tomato
seasoning
cube
Salt to taste

•Soak the ‘achiote’ paste in
warm water.
•Chop the tomatoes, onion,
cilantro and potatoes.
•Cook the chopped potatoes
in a pot of water.
•When the potatoes are
cooked, drain, and fry in oil;
adding the masa, tomatoes,
onion and diluted ‘achiote’
coloring to obtain a thick
stew.
• Add salt to taste and serve.
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S T E W S

Manuela Pérez Pérez

Mole poblano with duck
STEWS

Consuelo Guzmán Ruiz

Ingredients:
10 servings

Preparation:
•Remove the seeds from the peppers and fry
in a pot. Gradually add the chopped onions,
cookie crumbs, and garlic.

1 kg duck meat
¼ kg ‘guajillo’ peppers •Boil the duck meat with the garlic, onion
and salt.
¼ kg ‘ancho’ peppers
½ kg cookie crumbs
•Once the ingredients are fried, put in
blender and blend with the cumin and
½ kg onions
cinnamon, adding the duck broth.
1 garlic head
•Boil the mixture and add more broth as
1 pinch cumin
needed. Add salt to taste and cook well.
½ cinnamon stick
•Clean, soak and drain the rice.
1 kg rice
Then fry until it turns light golden
yellow, remove the oil and add
Oil
the duck broth, salt to taste, and
boil until the water evaporates
and the rice is cooked.
•Serve the mole with rice.

6126
4

Stewed chicken
Ingredients:
10 servings

1 kg chicken
3 chayote
squash
3 potatoes
3 carrots
6 tomatoes
1 onion
1 sprig of thyme
Salt to taste

Preparation:
•Heat water in a pot, when boiling,
add the chicken and chopped
onion, tomatoes and carrots, the
.thyme and a pinch of salt.
•Later, peel, dice, and add the
chayote squash and potatoes.
•Cook all the ingredients
together, then serve.
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S T E W S

María Angélica Hernández

Chayote squash patties with white rice
STEWS

Nelvi Ruiz Gálvez
Ingredients:
5 servings

½ kg chayote squash
½ kg cheese
¼ kg tomatoes
¼ kg onion
1 garlic
2 eggs
¼ kg bell peppers
1 chicken bouillon
cube
250 g rice
Salt to taste

6128
4

Preparation:
•Peel and slice the chayote squash lengthwise.
Boil and drain. Form the patties by putting some
cheese between two chayote squash slices.
•Separate the yolks and egg whites. Put the
egg whites in a bowl and beat until soft
peaks are formed. Add the yolks and
continue beating.
•Dip the chayote squash patties in the egg
mixture, then fry in hot oil.
•Boil the tomatoes, garlic and bell
peppers, let cool; Then put in
blender with the sliced onion, and
parsley to taste to form a ‘salsa’
•Add the tomato/pepper salsa to
the patties. Add salt to taste.
•Rinse, drain, and fry the rice.
Then add water, salt and the
chicken bouillon cube and cook.
•Serve the chayote squash with the
rice.

Tamales
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TAMALES

Chard tamale
María Teresa de Jesús Lázaro Vera

Ingredients:
20 tamales

1.5 kg maize grains
Chard leaves
Salt to taste
1 kg chicken
250 gr onions
1kg green tomatoes
1 garlic head
Oil
Banana leaves

6130
4

Preparation:
•First, cook the maize grains with the slaked lime (foodgrade lime), then rinse well, take your cooked maize to
the mill to obtain the masa.
• To prepare the chicken: Cook with two
garlic cloves and a chunk of onion; add salt
and boil until ready. Allow to cool and then
shred.
•Once all the ingredients are ready, start
preparing the tamale masa, adding a little
bit of water, oil and salt. Finely chop the
chard leaves and knead into the masa.
•To prepare the tamale salsa, fry the green
tomatoes, onion and garlic; put in a blender;
blend and then cook for a while
until the salsa has a good consistency
• Prepare the tamales by taking a
portion of masa and placing it on a
banana leaf (previously roasted to
soften); make an indention and fill with
shredded chicken and green salsa;
Cover the filling with the masa; fold the
leaf to wrap the tamale and tie it. Place
the tamales in a steamer for
approximately 45 minutes.

ºV

Lorenza Jiménez González
Preparation
15 tamales

•First, cook the maize grains with the
slaked lime (food-grade lime), then
rinse well, take your cooked maize to
the mill to obtain the ‘masa’ dough.
• To prepare the mole: Fry the
peppers, cookie crumbs, thyme,
corn chips, pepper, plantain, onion
and garlic. Then, put in a blender
and blend with a little bit of water,
strain; transfer to a pot and boil until
it
reaches
your
preferred
consistency; add salt or a bit of
sugar to your taste.

Ingredients:
4 kg maize grains (starchy)
Salt to taste
500 g ‘guajillo’ hot peppers
500 g ‘ancho’ hot peppers
1 kg onion
500 g tomato
6 garlic cloves
1 teaspoon thyme

100 g corn chips
Cooking oil
2 plantain bananas
250 g cookie crumbs
1.5 kg chicken
2 teaspoons slaked lime
1 teaspoon pepper
Totomoxtle (dry maize husks)

• To prepare the chicken: Cook
with two garlic cloves and some
onion; add salt and let boil until
ready. Set aside to cool, and
then shred.
• Once

all the ingredients
are ready, start preparing
the tamale masa, adding a
little bit of water, oil and
salt. Knead until the masa is
ready.
•Prepare the tamales by taking
a portion of the masa and
placing it on a maize husk;
make an indention and fill with
shredded chicken and ‘mole’
salsa; Cover the filling with the
masa; Close the maize husk
and tie it. Place the tamales in
a steamer for approximately 1
hour.
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TAMALES

Ball tamales with black “mole” salsa

TAMALES

Tamales with meat, ‘chipilín’ and ‘mole’
María Luz Pérez Hernández
Preparation:
20 tamales

•

Once all the ingredients
are ready, start preparing
the tamale masa, add a
little water (or broth), oil,
salt and the chipilín
herbs. Knead until the
masa is ready

•

Prepare the tamales by
taking a portion of masa
and placing it on a banana
leaf (previously roasted to
soften); make an indention
and fill with shredded
chicken and ‘mole’ salsa;
Cover the filling with the
masa; fold the leaf to wrap
the tamale and tie it. Place
the tamales in a steamer for
approximately 20 minutes.

•First cook the maize grains with
the slaked lime, rinse well; Take
the cooked maize to the mill to
obtain your ‘masa’ dough.
•To prepare the mole: Fry the
peppers, tomatoes, garlic, and
onion, adding the thyme at
the end. Then blend all the
ingredients with a little bit of
water, strain; transfer to a pot
and boil until it reaches your
preferred consistency; add
some salt or sugar to your
taste.
•To prepare the chicken: Cook
the chicken with a couple of
garlic cloves and some onion;
add salt and let it boil until
ready. Set aside to cool, and
then shred.
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Ingredients:
4 kg maize grains (starchy corn)
1 bunch fresh chipilín herbs
Salt to taste
500 g ’guajillo’ pepper
1 kg onion
1 can green pepper slices
1 kg tomato
Oil
1 garlic head
2 kg chicken
1 teaspoon thyme

Bella Luz Clemente Camacho
Ingredients:

Preparation:

40 tamales

•First, cook the maize grains with
slaked lime (food-grade lime), then
rinse well, take your cooked maize
to the mill to obtain the masa.

2 kg maize grains
1 bunch ‘chipilín’ herbs
Salt to taste
1 onion
2 kg tomato
1 garlic head
1 L oil
1 teaspoon thyme
500 g cheese
Banana leaves

•Once all the ingredients are
ready, start preparing the
tamale masa, add a little
water, oil, salt and ‘chipilín’
herbs. Knead until the masa is
ready.
•Prepare the tamales by taking a
portion of masa and placing it on
a maize leaf (previously roasted
to soften); make an indention
and fill with cheese and salsa
prepared with the tomatoes;
Cover the filling with the masa;
fold the leaf to wrap the tamale
and tie it. Cook the tamales in a
steamer.
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TAMALES

Tamales with cheese and ‘chipilín’

TAMALES

Mole tamales
Gloria González Sánchez

Ingredients:
30 tamales
2 kg maize grains
1.5 kg meat
250 g ’ancho’ peppers
¼ kg onion
¼ kg tomato
1 garlic head
Banana leaves

Preparation:
•First, cook the maize grains with the slaked lime
(food-grade lime), then rinse well, take your
cooked maize to the mill to obtain the masa.
•For the mole salsa: Soak the peppers; fry
the tomatoes, onions and garlic. Then, blend
all the ingredients with a little bit of water,
strain; Transfer to a pot and boil until it has the
preferred consistency; Add salt to taste or a
little of sugar to taste.
• Boil the meat with salt and garlic. Once
ready, remove from the heat.
•Once all the ingredients are
ready, start preparing the tamale
masa, add a little water, oil, and
salt. Knead until the masa is ready

614
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•Prepare the tamales by taking a
portion of masa and placing it on
a maize/banana leaf; make an
indention and fill with the meat
and the ‘mole’ salsa. Cover the
filling with the masa; fold the leaf
to wrap the tamale and tie it.
Place the tamales in a steamer to
cook for approximately 1 hour.

Simona Hernández Julián
Ingredients:

Preparation:

30 tamales

•Mix the beans with the pumpkin
seeds. Set aside and proceed to
prepare the 'masa' dough.

2 kg masa dough
500 ml. oil
30 ‘yerba santa’ leaves
(Mexican pepperleaf)

•Add oil to the prepared 'masa'
dough and mix well.

1 handful pumpkin seeds
•Finely chop the ‘yerba santa’
500 g cooked
(Mexican pepperleaf) plant and
mix into the dough.
black/pinto beans
Banana leaves

•Prepare the tamales by taking a
portion of masa and placing it on
a banana leaf; make an indention
and fill with the bean and
pumpkin seed mix. Cover the filling
with the masa; Fold the banana
leaf to wrap the tamale and tie it.
Place the tamales in a steamer to
cook.
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TAMALES

Tamales with pumpkin seed

TAMALES

Tamales with vegetables
Araceli Sánchez Ruíz

Ingredients:
20 Tamales
1.5 kg maize grains
1 kg chayote squash
1 kg carrots
1 kg potatoes
125 g ‘guajillo’ peppers
2 ‘habanero’ peppers
1 kg tomatoes
Salt to taste
1 onion
1 garlic head
Oil
1 handful slaked lime
4 chicken bouillon cubes
1 can jalapeno pepper
slices
Banana leaves

36614

Preparation:
•First, cook the maize grains with the slaked lime
(food-grade lime), then rinse well, take your
cooked maize to the mill to obtain the masa.
• To prepare the ‘masa’ dough add water, oil
and salt
•To prepare the vegetables, dice and
then cook until tender.
•To prepare the salsa, soak the ‘guajillo’
peppers, tomatoes, habanero peppers
and then cook together. Put everything
in a blender and blend with the onion,
garlic and chicken bouillon cube; add
the vegetables and cook until boiling;
add salt to taste.

•Prepare the tamales by taking a
portion of masa and placing it on a
banana leaf (previously roasted to
softer); make an indention and fill
with the vegetable stew and a slice
of jalapeno pepper. Cover the filling
with the masa; fold the leaf to wrap
the tamale and tie it. Place the
tamales in a steamer to cook for
approximately 1 hour.

Sandra Yulisa Lázaro Gálvez
Ingredients:
20 tamales

3 kg maize grains
(starchy)
1 bunch ‘yerba santa’
1 kg meat
Salt to taste
1 onion
100 g hot peppers
1 kg tomatoes
Oil
1 garlic head
Banana leaves

Preparation:

•First, cook the maize grains with
the slaked lime (food-grade lime),
then rinse well, take your cooked
maize to the mill to obtain the
masa.
•Once all the ingredients are
ready, start preparing the
tamale masa, add a little
water, oil, salt. Finely chop the
‘yerba
santa’
(Mexican
pepperleaf) and mix into the
masa.
• Prepare the tamales by taking
a portion of masa and placing it
on a banana leaf; make an
indention and fill with meat and a
salsa made with the tomatoes.
Cover the filling with the masa;
fold the leaf to wrap the tamale
and tie it. Place the tamales in a
steamer to cook.

TAMALES

Tamales with meat and ‘yerba santa’

TAMALES

Tamales with vegetables
Patricia Pimentel García

Ingredients:
20 tamales

2 kg masa dough
1 bunch ‘yerba santa’
Salt to taste
1 onion
100 g hot peppers
500 g tomatoes
500 ml. lard
500 gcooked black or
pinto beans
¼ kg dry shrimp
¼ kg ground pumpkin
seeds
3 garlic cloves
Totomoxtle leaves (dry
maize husks)

38614

Preparation:
•First, cook the maize grains with the slaked lime
(food-grade lime), then rinse well, take your
cooked maize to the mill to obtain the masa
•Grind the tomatoes, onion, peppers, and 3
cloves of garlic.
• Toast the shrimp heads in a griddle
(‘comal’), and then grind.
• Mix all the ground ingredients to make
a ‘chirmol’ salsa.
• Mix the masa dough with the salt and
lard and knead well.
• Prepare the tamales by taking half a
‘yerba santa’ leaf (Mexican
pepperleaf), a portion of dough, and
spreading some cooked beans and
‘chirmol’ salsa; roll and place in a
maize/banana husk; Close the maize
husk and tie it. Place the tamales in a
steamer for approximately 1 hour.

Consuelo Vera Santos
Ingredients:

Preparation:

20 tamales

•First, cook the maize grains with the
slaked lime (food-grade lime), then
rinse well, take your cooked maize to
the mill to obtain the masa.

2 kg masa dough
1 bunch ‘yerba santa’
(Mexican pepperleaf)
Salt to taste
1 onion
100 g hot peppers
250 g tomatoes
500 ml. oil
Totomoxtle leaves
(dry maize husks)
Cooked black or
. pinto beans

•Once all the ingredients are
ready, start preparing the tamale
masa, add a little water, oil, salt.
•Put the beans, tomatoes, onion and
hot peppers in a blender. Blend well.
•Prepare the tamales by taking a
portion of masa and placing it on a
maize/banana husk; place a ‘yerba
santa’ leaf on top, add some of the
bean/tomato sauce; Cover the filling
with the masa; Close the maize husk
and tie it. Place the tamales in a
steamer to cook.
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TAMALES

Tamales with ‘yerbasanta'

Sweets
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Emilia Vázquez Vázquez
Ingredients:

Preparation:

5 servings

•Boil the unpeeled bananas in a pot.

3 kg bananas (not too ripe)
1½ kg sugar
1 cinnamon stick

•Once cooked, allow to cool; then
peel and slice crosswise.

•Boil water, add the cinnamon and
sugar; add the bananas slices and
cook until the liquid reaches a thick
syrup consistency and serve to taste.
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SWEETS

Candied bananas

SwEETS

Candied pumpkin
María Guadalupe Hernández Pérez

Ingredients:
5 servings

1 pumpkin
1 kg sugar

Preparation:
•Peel and cut the pumpkin into small chunks. Soak
in a bowl of water mixed with slaked lime to
improve the firmness of the candied pumpkin.
•When ready, put the pumpkin pieces in a pot
with clean water, add the sugar and boil until
tender and the liquid turns into a syrup.
• Serve to taste.

42614

María Dolores González Sánchez
Ingredients:
4 servings

1 kg squash
1 kg sugar
1 cinnamon stick
1 ‘panela’ block
(packed raw cane
sugar)
Slaked lime

Preparation:
•Peel the chayote squash.
•Soak the chayote squash for
20 minutes in a bowl of water
mixed with slaked lime; this
improves the firmness of the
candied squash.
• Break the
chunks.

‘panela’

into

• Boil the chayote squash,
adding the panela chunks,
cinnamon, and sugar to
taste.
• Serve.
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SwEETS

Candied chayote squash

Candied coconut
SwEETS

Andrea Ruiz Santos
Ingredients:

Preparation:

10 servings

•Boil water and then add the sugar.

2 coconuts
2 kg sugar
1 tablespoon
red food
coloring

• Split the coconuts, extract the water.
scrape off the coconut meat and shred.
•When the boiling water and sugar turns into
a syrup, add the shredded coconut and stir
until cooked and dry.
•Form balls or bars with the candied paste.

44614

Ángela Gálvez Cruz
Ingredients:

Preparation:

4 servings

• Pour the milk in a pot and boil.

1 L milk
½ kg sugar
1 cinnamon stick

•Before it starts boiling, add
the sugar, cinnamon to taste
and
stir
until
the
milk
evaporates and forms a
paste.
•Form patties, cut into bars or
serve to taste.
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SwEETS

Dulce de leche (candied milk bars)

SWEETS

Candied malanga
Esthela Bautista Cruz
Marisol Hernández González
Preparation:

Ingredients:
25 servings

3 kg malanga root

2 kg sugar

•Peel and cut the malanga into
chunks, cook in 3 liters of water.
Before it starts boiling, remove from
the heat and thrown away the
water.
•In another pot, prepare the syrup
by boiling water mixed with the
sugar; Add the malanga chunks
and cook until the liquid
evaporates.
•Remove from the heat and
serve to taste.

46614

Pascuala Vázquez Ruiz
Ingredients:
10 servings

1 papaya
1 kg sugar
250 g slaked
lime

Preparation:
• Peel and cut the papaya
in chunks, Soak the papaya
chunks in a bowl of water
mixed with slaked lime to
improve the firmness of the
candied papaya.
•

When ready, place the
papaya chunks in a pot
with ¼ of clean water, add
the sugar and boil until
cooked and the liquid
turns into a syrup.

•

Serve to taste.
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SWEETS

Candied papaya

Sweet potato ‘cajeta’ empanadas
SWEETS

S
A
D
I
B
E
B

Cristina Pimentel Velázquez
Ingredients:
35 servings

1 kg sweet potatoes
2 eggs
1 kg flour
¾ kg sugar
1 tablespoon yeast
½ tablespoon salt
Oil

Preparation:
•Peel, chop and boil the sweet
potatoes in a pot of water mixed with
the sugar. Once cooked, mash to
form a ‘cajeta’ paste.
•Mix the flour with water, add
the yeast, eggs, add a ¼ oil and
salt. Knead the mixture to form a
dough and let stand for 15
minutes.
•Make the empanadas and then
fill each with the sweet potato
paste. Place the empanadas on a
greased and floured baking sheet.
Bake for 15 minutes.
•Serve to taste.

48614

Beverages
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Sour atole
BEVERAGES

S
E
C
L
U
D

María Elena Hernández Pérez

Preparation:

Ingredients:
25 servings

4 kg maize grains
3 kg sugar
Cinnamon to taste.

•Soak the maize grains, grind and
strain. Then, mix with water.
•Cook the maize and when it starts
boiling, add the cinnamon and sugar.
•Cook for 30 minutes.
•Serve to taste.

50614

Consuelo Santos Cruz
Ingredients:
20 servings

3 kg maize grains
1 kg sugar
1 cinnamon stick
1 panela (raw
cane sugar block)

Preparation:
•

Soak the maize grains for 3
hours; Then grind. Add water,
mix well and cook this ‘atole’

•

At the same time, soak the
chunks of panela. When soft,
add more water to dilute.

•

When the atole is cooking, stir
frequently to prevent sticking.

•

When the atole starts to boil,
add the sugar, panela water,
and cinnamon. Continue
cooking until thickened and
well cooked.
Serve to taste.

•
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BEVERAGES

Granillo atole with panela

DU
L
C
E
S

Black maize atole
BEVERAGES

S
E
C
L
U
D

Elena Hernández Muñoz
Ingredients:
25 servings

4 kg black maize
grains
2 kg sugar
30 mg cinnamon

Preparation:
•Soak the maize grains, then grind
and strain.
• Add water and mix well to form
an ‘atole’, cook stirring constantly to
prevent sticking.
•When the atole starts to boil,
add the sugar and cinnamon.
Continue heating until it is well
cooked.
•Serve to taste.
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